
The British Empire
1ere   partie   : The East India Company  

➔ 5 landmarks

• 1600  

In December of that year, Queen Elizabeth 1 granted a charter to the 'Governor and Company of 
Merchant of London trading into the East Indies'. This charter awarded the east Indian company a 
monopoly of trade with the east.
It began as a monopolistic trading body, establishing factories at Surat(1608), Madras, Bombay and 
Calcutta.
In 1652, 23 English factories settled in India.
In 1662, Bombay was rented to UK for 10 £ a year

• 1740  

Before 1740, politic didn't exist, it was a purely commercial organization, only worry about 
trade(no religious goal). In 1740, they were embothered by the politic of India. Within 10years, the 
British started making a lot of politic because of the competition with the French.

• 1815  

The French lost the battle of Waterloo and Britain became the most powerful army in the world. The 
east India Company gathered control most of India and they became a political power. However, 
they lost the monopoly of trade because of a book written by Adam Smith in 1776 and called 
“nature and causes of the wealth of nations” which promoted competition, private entreprise and the 
division of labour and price. 
Without this monopoly, the company lost ¼ of the market : they had to find new ways to make 
money: 

– Mass importation of cheap cottonwear produce in Lancashire(consequence : All the 
villages used to produce cotton what destroy the local economy.

– Exportation of opium(which started growing in the north of India in a country called 
Bengal) to China, with the money they get from opium they bought tea  from the 
Chinese which they sold in Europe.

• 1858  

It's the end of the east India Company which was abolished by the British government (because of 
the Indian mutiny). 
 

• 1877  

1st January 1877: Queen Victoria was proclaimed Empress of India.(even if she never went there)



I) The Conquest of India  

I.a) What was the east?  
“India”, “Asia”... are interchangeable words to refer to the East. The East is a geographical area in 
which there's exotic oriental products.

I.b) Why go there?  
Entrance in the East is not only concentrated of trade; there's 5reasons for traveling there :

– Go east for purity nationalistic reasons (out do the Spanish and Portuguese)

– Go east to became famous by being the first to discover sea route.

– Go east to plunder(pillage) and piracy(make easy money)

– Go east to spread christianism.

– Go east for pined for knowledge, discovering new places and things (most famous 
explorer : Sir Francis Drake who sailed around the world)

There was a lot of trade between England and Orient because, in the end of the 19th century, English 
sailors wanted to acquire exotic luxuries in order to make profit (precious gems, expensive spices, 
ceramics, silk...). It was also better for English profit to go to the east to buy products and bring 
them back than to have those products by exportation.

I.c) The competition  

The Portuguese, the Spanish and the dutch had an edge: 
- they were better sailors
- their financial organizations were better, they already knew how to trade.

After the voyages of C. Colomb, two Catholics super power of the time (Spain and Portuguese) 
decided to part the world between themselves for religious reasons:

– 1494 : first treaty which divide the world (west/east)

– 1499 : a second treaty called “treaty of Saragossa” was signed; it recognized by the pope so, 
every catholic had to obey. If a British sailor were to be found on a Spanish or Portuguese 
territory he was put to death and go against it meant war.

I.d) Why did they start in 1600?  
London, after the civil wars had become a very powerful port in financial center (dockyard, port 
with vessault and money to travel) because of customers ready to buy what they had bring back 
from the east.

I.e) The making of the East India Company  
Difficulties : The English were aware of the dangers of long navigation and the competitors (Dutch, 
Spanish..) didn't hesitate to attack their boats. People in the east weren't interesting at all by English 
products (not as product as theirs).

There were 5 reasons which make the India Company exceptional :

– 1st asset : the clauses in the charter shows that the India company had restrictive trading 
concern : Queen gave the mission that company will only be interesting in profits, there's 



no war, no conquer, no competition with Britain.

– 2nd asset : The company was allowed to carry bullion (silver and gold); it was strictly 
forbidden to export gold (or trade with).

– 3st asset : the financial organization was based on the joint stock concept : it avoid 
people to be ruined if the trip failed and they still make good money if the trip is 
successful.

– 4th asset : The EIC was ruled almost in the same way as Britain, it has its elected 
government: A governor, committee (24 individual directors) and deputy all elected by 
the court( all the shareholders)

– 5th asset : Book keeping was very particular: The books were really well kept and 
organized in order to justify any use of the money.

So the shareholders trusted the company; the first some used by the East India Company was 
70000pounds, for the first trip in 1601, which was finally a success. Although, it was impossible to 
establish a bilateral mode of exchange because Indian weren't attracted by British products and 
because the hostility from Dutch and Spanish owned the market and had an influence on local rulers 
(they prevents them from doing trade with the British).

The British had now to adapt themselves; they use a revise trade pattern:  they left Britain with 
bullions and goods from other markets in Europe, they travel to the red sea, the Persian gulf and 
India. There, they traded their cargo for textile or related products to finally go to east Indian islands 
like java or Sumatra and on the spot they could exchange their products to get pepper and other 
products like sugar, saltpeter,indigo(used for dyeing textile).

Britain wasn't  a large enough market for all the pepper so they reexported it into other European 
markets(especially the Baltic ones, Spain, Portuguese). However, Profit generate competition.

In 1630, the total values of pepper imported had surpass 1 million pounds. The market of pepper  
was saturated and price collapsed.
The East India Company issued by creating new taste for customers, she reorganized its all market. 
Constancy of supply was now needed to the Company.
So, the EIC decided to settle down factories(completely different that nowadays) like the 
Portuguese had done, it was the factory system : Resident factor were on the spot in charge of a 
warehouse system. There was a constant European presence, and so, no waste of time. 
In the early 1620 there were factory in the red sea Indian mainland and warehouse in all spices 
islands and in Japan. 
To stay in these countries, diplomacy efforts with foreigner to respect local traditions and rules was 
now necessary.
For example in India they had to deal with the Mogol Empire. They were Muslim and in 1500 they 
had taken control of 75% of India because of the emperor AKBAR.  
Therefore, even if Moghul Empire was centralize, politic little by little disappear. So the British 
started to negociate with all the local princes.

In 1650, a new competitor appeared in India : the French.



II) The British East India Company VS The French India Company  

II.a) The war between English and French  
 The World had changed and the most powerful nations in Europe were now England and French. 
The french created a company organized in the same way as the EIC. 
The dynamic and determined Governor of Pondicherry, Dupleix (Governor 1742-54), made a flying 
start in the struggle for power.
English and french fought for 20 years because the french wanted to have the same privileges on the 
spot, the same product. But the war wasn't only the result of the trading problems, France and GB 
were at war in Europe because of the Austrian secession(Austria was supported by GB and Prussia 
by France) so they exported their own war in Carnatic.
Pondicherry was a french factory and dupleix thought that this place needed protection so he 
melded with local politics(before only diplomatic efforts were made). He understood that he could 
control part of the Indian state( money by land taxes). Dupleix became very rich more than he ever 
would have been with only trade.
In 1749,The French organized a “coup d'état” in the Carnatic and puch their own nawabon of 
Chandra Sahib. Chandra Sahib was sponsoring by French in order to take political control. The 
English understood what French were trying to do so, they sponsored a rival king. 
The English and the french didn't send troops at first they used mercenaries to help their stooges. 
>1750-1753: Proxy war(guerre par procuration)
French were losing but they didn't want to give up the fight (too many money involve) so they used 
sepoys(native soldiers) and import European troops. 
At the same time, the English called cipayes.
The French and the British were now fighting directly which leads to enormous changes in India.
 

II.b) The war in Bengal  
- Robert Clive :  He was sent to India in 1744 at the age of 19 by his family who wanted to 

get rid of him. He came as a clerk (someone keeping the books) but he found it boring so he made 
himself soldier. He was popular with the sepoys(Indian soldiers). In 1761, he had a chance to prove 
his flair as commander in Arcot and became a heroe for the East Indian society.  

He was given an offensive to the French when the war began in Bengal, in Calcutta. 
The British had settled a factory in Calcutta but the Prince in charge of Bengal realized that the 
Indian Company was becoming more and more powerful. Because the company was busy in the 
south, the Prince thought that it was the good time to get rid of the British so they attacked Calcutta. 
Calcutta was taken in January 1756. It was very easy to take Calcutta. ( Black hole of Calcutta : 
after the war of Bengal, all British soldiers had been locked up in grossly cramped conditions. By 
the morning, most of them had died of suffocation. It became the symbol of Indian Barbarism. ) 

The English were now weaker and India had military influence but more over prestige; to control a 
country like India, you needed to be strong but more over, you had to give the impression that 
you're strong. 

Robert Clive happened to be in charge when the prince of Bengal attacked; understanding that the 
war in Bengal could mean the end of the east India Company, he stopped the operation in the 
Carnatic to struggle down the revolt in Calcutta.  
In January 1757: Calcutta is back in British hands. 



II.c) Battle     of   Plassey in 1757  
Finally the princes of Bengal was defeated at the battle of Plassey in 23 June 1757 : An army leads 
by Robert Clive attacked 50thousand Indians soldiers with only 1000 European soldiers and 2000 
sepoys. The British won a spectacular victory and prove that they were stronger than the Indians.

The triumph at Plassey brought the large, commercially valuable and heavily populated province of 
Bengal under the rule of the East India Company

This battle had two consequences:

– All princes were now ready to give up whatever the company would (as land-taxes ) 
which leads to unequal treaties :  Rather than waste precious resources in yet more wars 
of conquest, the EIC decided to draw up treaties by which the princes enjoyed a 
theoretical autonomy, but were in fact dominated by Britain. The princes would keep 
their wealth and their privileges(palaces, harems, jewels, hunting elephants), they could 
continue to rule their subjects. The British notions of take over yet more territory set up 
complex administrative systems, but could count on the cooperation and support of the 
princes when it mattered. The east India company was permitted to have permanent 
garrison in the military post.

– In Bengal all the land taxes goes to the EIC, they use this money to wage the war against 
the French in the south.

In 1761, Pondicherry failed to the British. French pretension in south India was over. 
Dupleix went back in France and was disowned.  
Robert Clive became lord of Plassey and was now the richest man in Europe. He came back to 
Britain. There he had been accused of having stolen money in India because of politician in Britain 
who were afraid of the fact that such a man could overflew the economy in Britain. He was finally 
acquitted but after this war, he died of a mysterious way.

       



III) Corruption and arms race  

III.a) Going   Native  
Clive went native
>>it means he adapted so well in India that he began to act like the local corrupted princes. He 
behaved in a non British way.
Britain gave the company enough money to succeed in political life. But corruption was present on 
the day-on-day administration. When faced, as they were from the outset, with a system of chronic 
bribery and corruption in India, the servants of the Company had frequently used the same methods 
in their dealings with Indians; lots of responsible went native and kept the taxes for themselves.

The company needed to hire a new kind of employee: the surveyors, in order to make people pay 
taxes. All those post well-payed were filled by young army officers, the company men.

Dynamic of expention generated bellicosity(state of mind in which people try to recall that “war is 
cool, fun”).   
Because of bellicosity, they wanted more money and took control of the land-taxes. Then, when a 
company didn't want to share money, they make a war (more war = more money).  
Many Indian Princes prefered to agree with unequal treaties excepted for Tipu Sultan.

III.b) Tipu Sultan  
Tipu Sultan was an Indian Prince, the sultan of Mysore. Cleaver, educated, very well informed in 
Europe, he understood that the only way to succeed was to fight with Europe manners.  
In 1791, he sent agents with a lot of money to Paris and Amsterdam to meet dealers in order to 
procured arms to fight the British.  
The governor general at that time was Wellesley (1798-1805, he's the brother of the officer, Duc 
Walington who defeat Napoleon at Waterloo)      
The East India Company realized that agent in Paris had bring back guns but more over that they 
were in contact with left-wing republicans too (people like Robespierre).  
Wellesly realized it was now vital to accept the arms race. 

In 1798 french decided to attack the English possession in Egypt which was consider to be the first 
step on the way to conquer India. This frighten the British, so they quickly neutralized Tipu in 1799. 
Tipu was so venerated as a martyr by Muslims and this was use to encourage the resistance for 30 
years.        
After the conquest of Tipu's kingdom, Wellesly started a new war in Maratha(1803)  and conquered 
it only to gain more control but, there were victims on British side.



IV) Changes in the Company  

IV.a) New men, New attitudes  
After the conquest of Bengal, India changed and couldn't allowed a man like Robert Clive (who 
only wants to have money) to be at the top of the Land.  
Marquiss Wellesly didn't only want to make money, he wanted to prove his worth as an 
administrator, to prove he was able to organize India (he came here because it was easier in India, 
where you could exercise absolute power than in Britain).  
But there's one bad consequence for the East India Company : people like Wellesly weren't interest 
in money and by the shareholders; they didn't try to make profit so, people like Wellesly were 
responsible of chaos.

IV.b) Financial chaos  

In 1744, the East India Company was rich enough to loan 1 million pounds to the  British 
government  
In 1772, the Company was in the red and borrowed 1,4 million £ from the treasury.  
By 1815, the Company dates was about 14millions pounds. ¾ of the trading company budget was 
consumed by the army (the East India Company army was 150000men strong).

Whenever new land taxes arrive the situation became better but they quickly vanished: it was a real 
financial crisis. The only solution to raise money was issuing new shares of the company(private 
version of nation debts) so there were lots of shareholders.

IV.c) A state   within   a state  
 When they came back in London, people realized the East India Company expansionism; they had 
too much power and became more and more uncontrollable, they resorted to war too often.

For example, A war, decided by people in the East India company in charge in London started in 
Nepal for matters of prestige(1815-1816). the information arrived too slowly in London so no one 
was aware of this war before its end; no one could react. One of the consequence of that war was 
the fact that there were now British soldiers from Ghurkas. After that war, a treaty was signed  
between Britain and Ghurkas.
After the battles of Clives, the EIC started to see itself as independent so People considered that the 
East India Company had became a state within a state. The East India Company was very unbritish. 
There was so transformations in India and people abandoned British habits. The company was now 
more fortunate because of all those war but had also more and more difficult to control the natives.



V) Why was India different from the other British colonies?  

V.a) New   world  ,   pragmatism  
In period of conquest, the first  British colony was America. Virginia company conquered the 
territory for the King. All the 13 colonies of America had the same values (religion, Christianity, 
political system...) than Britain.

It was different for India.

In the space of 60th, in India, the companies possessed their own religion, own autocratic land, their 
rules, their customs, their religions...                
The way the East India Company behave in India is called pragmatism : whenever possible, the 
local tradition and religion were accepted.  
Banditry was the well excepting fact of Indian society. The east India Company fight against, 
banditry was bad for trade and it was seen as a challenge to authority.  
The natives couldn't understand this liberal idea in Britain. The east India Company considered that 
Indian were conditioned by authority of the government. So, pragmatism lead to parliamentary 
control.

V.b) Parliamentary  control  
The idea of parliament in Britain was a despotic form of government which was corrupted. 
Company had became a so powerful power that it could destroy the British government so, the 
British put brakes on the company:

In 1772-1774 : Indian acts

– 1772: the parliament decided that the board of directors would be under parliamentary 
control

– 1774 : even set up the board of control that created the secretarial state if India (means 
that it's under public control)

The EIC was becoming a public concern and private interest was coming into Public control. But 
the communications were so slow between India and London that no real control could be exercise. 
It was easy not to obey laws pretesting on the changing of the situation during the time the law had 
took to arrive.



VI) “White Man's Burden”  

It's the title of a novel the name of a poem of Kipling; idea that British people white were made to 
rule, to help those poor natives.

VI.a) The evangelical movement  
At the end of the 18th century and the beginning of the 19th century, a new generation arrived in the 
company in India; they no longer use pragmatism in the everyday rules. It was the evangelicalism : 
movement that spread protestant message, they believed in the four gospels. The 1st aim of those 
people was that natives had to understand the moral values of the bible society.  
The ethical standard was to be perfect, which involved the education of the poor, but more over the 
campaign against slavery.

-William Wilberforce : the goal of his whole life was to abolish the slavery in India (amazing grace)

- Charles Cornwallis : first governor general of India to belonged to that movement. What he said 
when he arrived was that “he wanted to try to be a mankind in accordance to the christian 
principles”. 

Personal moral values was necessary to evangelicalism; they needed to change the moral values of 
people in India what developed another concept: the paternalism.

VI.b) Paternalism  
Some British thought that thanks to their religious belief and social belonging, they have the right to 
rule from birth, those were aristocrats but they were under control in Britain so, they came in India  
what enabled them to get the power.  
Thus,  the  higher  position  in  India  administration  were  so  taken  over  by aristocrats.  Governor 
general applied the traditional principles of the aristocratic parliament : the paternalism ( meant that  
you consider the people you rule as your own children, not able to govern themselves and more 
over, that you consider that you're better than them).

-Conclusion-
The British never planed to control India, it just happened. British Empire in India was a national 
asset and British domination in India was an exceptic political fact. Governor general resorted to 
war whenever it was needed.  
By 1800, India had become a base for rich Britain domination. There, British could control south 
India, Africa, China... 

 



2  nd     partie   : British rajah  

British domination in India till 1905 was called the British Raj.  
-1815-1905 was called by the historian 'the Victorian age' because Britain was at its richest, its 
greatest...  
-18th June 1815 : the battle of Waterloo. Britain started to rule spread in Europe, it was the only 
superpower left.

I) Rule Britain  

In 1915, few people controlled a lot of people. Everyone in Europe said that control India gave 
prestige to Britain. The British considered they have a civilizing nation in India (because white 
people are stronger, better...).  
-Angrezi raj : Britain at the beginning of the 19th century had become dependent on India because of 
its great market (60% of all Indian import came to Britain).  
The Indian thought that they rescue British government however, British believe that without them, 
Indian should have still chaos, ignorance..  
There was a paradox : a nation with liberal tradition, freedom, national liberty like Britain took 
control of India, ruled India by force. People in charge of government general admitted the fact that 
Britain rules were made by force but considered that it was made for the best interest for the Indian. 
According to some other, it wasn't a democracy but, a kind of aristocracy. People in Britain 
considered that their rules never oppressed the Indian. Such a concept is called enlightenment 
(despotisme éclairé).  
The only problem with that was that people in India weren't agree.

Collision came when little by little, people in charge had the idea to transform India. The main 
obstacle was the local religion.

I.a) The obstacle of Native religions  
After they arrived in India, protestant couldn't accept the local customs, traditions and wanted to 
regenerate that.  
There was two main religions in India : 

– Islam : respected a lot; it was a religion based on a book with one single god

– Hinduism : it was different than Islam, it was something which sounded wrack because there 
was many gods and it came from antiquity. They considered that with the arrival of 
progress, it should disappear; progress and ancient religion couldn't still be together. 

It was thought that Hinduism would die away simply with western modernization. To accelerate the 
process in 1835 the British decided that education in India would be done in English. Macaulays 
(official in charge of education) minutes: « english is better knowing than sanskrit or arabic »
In 1857: first three western style universities opened: Bombay, Calcutta, Madras.



II) The emancipation of India from its Past.  
 

II.a) Westernize  
The main opponent to missionary school were the Muslim because they already took care of the 
education. There were some fears of Muslim revolt but not of Hinduism.  
Why? Because Hinduism remind the British of the old polytheistic religion of Europe and the cast 
system was difficult to understand for the British (Each person was in a cast; a caste is a division of 
society based on occupation and family lineage. there's 5castes determined by Karma.)

The influence of the christian activist led the EIC in the direction of paternalist policies, it disturbs 
the Indian traditions.

– The first aimed was get rid of some religious ritual: Thugs, Sutti.

II.b) Sagi and Sati  
-Sagi (thugs) : The thugs of India belong to an Hindu sect; they were bands of robbers who 
strangled their victims as sacrifices to the goddess Kali(goddess of destruction death, murder and 
violence). They were very well organized, they had their own language. 

-Sati (suttee) : custom of pyre : supposedly voluntary burning alive of Hindu widows on the funeral 
pyres of their dead husbands.

The East India Company mended several campaign and in 1829, the practice of suttee (or sati) was 
declared illegal in Bengal, later followed by other British provinces. Although Hindu reformers 
approved of the suppression of suttee, millions more saw it as undue interference in a custom 
sanctified by four millennial of practice. Between 1829 and 1837, the company also suppressed 
thugs. However, the British were attacking directly the religion by attacking the thugs. 

II.c) More Wars  
In 1818, the Maratha were forced to submit.  
In 1824, Burma was conquered.  
In the 1830's the question was where does the borders of India should stop? So, the East India 
Company invaded Afghanistan.

-1rst war: 1838-1842: The British wanted to turn Afghanistan into an Indian dependance. After they 
took Kaboul they were evicted and pull out to Khyber pass (very famous place) which became the 
frontier for very long.  
British realized they could be defeating; it was very bad for prestige of English.  
To restore prestige, the East India Company make another war in Punjab.

  

II.d) Punjab  
There the British were confronted to Sikhism(national religion of Punjab). Sikhism was a recent 
religion, they believe in a single god and of equality of humans being; they were so opposed to 
Hinduism caste system. They didn't like the Muslim either. The Sikhs were dangerous, because they 
were well equipped and they had a great military organization (modern army : the Khalsa).  
It took two wars to defeat the Sikhs :



– 1st war :1845-46 

– 2nd war : 1848-1849

More than ever, the British presence in India depended on force, they needed more than ever the 
Sepoy army. 

II.e) Western Enlightenment  
 

It was more difficult to English when they tried to transform the Indian area.  
There was no uniform administration in India, locally the authority was in the hands of judges and 
collectors, they ruled indirectly thanks to them.  
The tax collectors were vital for the East India Company; many of them were Indian and not 
British. Name of those tax collectors : zamindars or taluqdars.  
It was an inadequate system:

In 1856-57 : -30 millions £ were needed for the EIC to work; 6,5 million came from the government 
; 7million came from the salt and opium monopolist and 16.5 millions £ came from the land taxes. 
In order to make money, the East India Company were highly depending on the Indian sellers.       

The financial power rested on the ability of making the peasants pay.

British official meant to be righteous and used the money left to build school and from 1836 they 
started to build roads and railways-Another form of modernisation : school and roads.

  At the beginning of the 1857th, British invested a lot of money in Railway in order to modernise 
country (4000 miles of telegram lines). For instance, the rapid expansion of the railway system in 
British India seemed admirable and 'civilizing' to Europeans. Among devout Hindus, however, the 
introduction of the railways aroused fears that the caste system would be damaged by the physical 
contact inevitable on crowded trains. 

There had been o revolt of Muslim before because the school were in the cities but these 
construction tends to make the presence of British more visible, sensible. The march of progress 
became quite obvious which widespread the idea of forced conversion. That leads to the Indian 
rebellion.  



III) The Indian / Rebellion / Mutiny / Revolt.   

There had already been sepoys and peasant revolt before(economics and religious reasons):

– paysan revolt broke out in different part of the country; one of the most (1831) was the 
Kol uprising.

– revolt against the Muslim rulers.

Even in the British army there had been revolt before but when it had happened they had been 
crushed easily. This revolt was different, it had deeper roots.     
In 1856, Crinear War in Europe : the Best British regiment was fighting there, they were not in 
India.

The spark to the revolt was a gun:

III.a) The Enfield Rifle  
Sepoy army was essential for the East India company so, always at its best (training had to be 
excellent; great weapons). The east India Company had decided, from the early 1850s, to equip its 
sepoy regiments with the new Enfield rifle in place of the smooth-bored 'Brown Bess' musket. As in 
so many other aspects of interaction between Britain and India, the new Western military 
Technology seemed to strike at the heart of Indian tradition and faith. The rifled barrel of the new 
weapon required the cartridges to be greased so that the bullet that was placed in the base of each 
cartridge could be rammed home easily. Furthermore,  the loading procedure for these new 'bored' 
rifles meant that the top of the cartridge had to be torn, or more probably (especially in the heat of 
action) bitten off.

Unfortunately rumours had been circulating since January 1857 that the great arsenal at Dum-Dum, 
near Calcutta, was coating the new-issue cartridges with pig and animal fat. To the Hindu the cow 
was a sacred animal; the Muslim believed that contact with the unclean pig would defile him. 
Amazingly the suspicions of the sepoys seemed to have been well founded, and provided a clear 
indication of the insensitivity of the British authorities towards Indian religious susceptibilities. 

Hostile reactions to the new cartridges had first occurred in February 1857, affecting Indian troops 
at Barrackpur                

 There was no reaction of the British, just a warning to India about the use of the new guns.

10th May 1857 : The Mutiny

III.b) The Mutiny  
The first violent protest took place at Meerut, on 10May. There sepoys had been court-martialled 
for refusing to use the new greased cartridge. As a result, eighty-five of the mutinous sepoys were 
sentenced by a court, composed of Indian officers, to ten years hard labour. But the old English 
officers seemed to think that it wasn't enough. They wanted to humiliate them so they marched off 
to jail in front of all their comrades. When the sepoys saw their companion they decided to revolt 
the same night. In any event, that night the other Sepoy regiments rose in rebellion, released the 
prisoners from jail, burnt down bungalows and offices, and killed any Europeans that fell into their

hands. Then they marched off, towards Delhi where they met other sepoy ready to revolt.          
They tried to massacre all the Europeans they could find. It was a survival war. Killing all the white 



and getting rid of the British was the only way to survive their revolt. Many people managed to 
escape and reached military stations. The rebels, revolted sepoys proclaimed in Delhi an emperor of 
India : Badahur Shah(descendant of the Mogols). It was a symbolic act in fact he was very old and 
living on a pension given by the EIC).
Then the sepoys waited for the British to react. The British did not move for four weeks and the 
Indians gained prestige. The British had to face several mutiny mostly in the north and in Bengal.
There was no army at Delhi before the 2nd week of June when 4000 came outside the wall of Delhi 
and started a siege sit tight and waited;( coward? Maybe... but what could they have done;in India 
there were 242000 sepoys for 45000 white soldiers.)
*3 cities became the focus of the mutiny : Agra, Cawnpore and Lucknow (because the British 
garrison was there.)many British took refuge there and tried to resist. Sepoys were joined by 
civilians and peasants.  
We talk about the mutiny as one but there were many and it didn't look the same everywhere:  
-In 1857, many revolts in Cawnpore; Nana Sahib chief of the rebellion was first on the British side 
then when he saw they were in difficulty he changes side, also because the British had decide that it 
was no longer useful to treat with him as a prince.
-In Lucknow, the mainly governor in charge was a woman, Queen Begum Awad. She wanted her 
young son to rule so she joined the war.  
After 6 weeks, British had no longer authority in India.

III.c) The End of The Mutiny  
After those 6 weeks, mutiny appears to be out of steel.  
There was no leader but many local  leaders, even Badahur Shah couldn't be considered as the 
leader. There was no sens of purpose, they were only united by what they hated. They rejoined in 
the 3cities and began a siege which meant that the mutiny had lost the advantage of surprise, they 
only wanted to loot.  
Islam could have been used again the British but the Muslim were not trust and they never were 
strong enough to defeat the English by themselves. Still there were an anti British Jihad : the 
wahabis of puritan Muslim sect, lead by someone called Wahab Muhammed Ibn-Abdul the jihad. 
They had have an important role in the revolt.  For them, if British were present in India, India was 
no longer the land of Islam, that's why they joined the mutiny. Those wahabis were highly 
organized and specialized in military technical; they were trained as conspirators, secret agents and 
trained some agent sepoys. These soldiers emerged and took over the government of day to day life.

A new war happened, it started in china, in 1857 the EIC needed help and Queen Victoria send  a 
punitive execution  (because of the opium) so there were a blocking of the British settlement in 
Hong Kong (the only place were the British could land). So the British send an army and they 
reached the Detroit of Bengal just at the time of the rebellion. They landed the whole army in India; 
white soldiers were to restore the Raj in India. It was an real assets for the British.

During the revolt Hindu and Muslim were united against the British. The rebel government in Delhi 
decided to abolish taxes and ban slaughters of cows ( eventhough they were Muslim, they did it for 
the Hindus)
Indian rebellion was in fact a civil war, because thousands of sepoys remained faithful to the 
British, the Ghurkas (kind of Hindu recruited in Nepal) and the Sikhs (33000 men).
There were mass murdered of civilians on both side. Once the British surrender they were 
massacred so when the British took control again they decided to massacred also the responsible. 
General Neill decided that the responsible had to lick the blood of their victim before being 
executed, and Muslim were forced to eat pork.
General Neill was killed shortly after by a bullet in the head.
When the British forces recapture Delhi in September 1857, it threaten the other so the sepoys 
deserted, by 1858 all of them had been captured. More over, Bahâdur Shâh is arrested and his 3sons 



killed.  
On the British side there were no doubt that the Raj triumph was a soldier rebellion. They 
considered the revolt was localized, negative in its objective and destructive in  nature.
However, Karl Marx see that rebellion as the first Indian war of independence, he recognized the 
national character of the war. By creating the sepoys the British has created the first center of 
resistance. The atrocities committed by the Indian sepoys were widely report in the British press, 
but for Marx it was only an historical retribution (he said that without knowing the atrocities  
committed by the British).

The uprising that began at Meerut in May 1857 took eighteen months to put down 
completely. As a result, several crucial strategic military and civil locations were without Europeans 
troop (like Delhi). It was the end of the East India Company and the opportunity to restructure 
Britain's relationship with India.

III.d) The   Babus   

During the mutiny, the babus stayed aloof, didn't take part in the mutiny. 
After the revolt, the EIC was replace by a secretary of state for India;  the governor general was 
replace by a vice roy. Politic of state was in the hands of the vice roy. 
In provinces there were provinces governors general and all of them were assisted by a council 
made up by bureaucrats and an hand full of princes.
- After the revolt, Indian people could become part of the civil service by taking an exam and 
especially the educated Indian.

In 1857 12 Indians doctors graduated from the medical school in AGRA, they joined the growing 
elite of educated Babus .
The best went to Britain the very best of them entered the Inns of court 
Those Babus went to school with English. They were fascinated by the British way of life and their 
political system. 
The Babus considered themselves as equal with British and wanted to apply what they've seen in 
Britain to their own country Thus, problems arrived when the Babus came back from England to 
India.

III.e) The Indian national Congress   

In 1883
The English didn't want babus to involve into their politic. Since they've been educated as British, 
the only reason for the viceroy to refuse them was Principe. The Indian were shocked because it 
was rejected for racial grounds so it lead to the creation of the Indian national congress, in 1885. 
They met once a year to discuss important matters of the country (ex :famine which was for them 
the best illustration of the fact that English were bad for the Indian).  National congress was first 
compared with a debating club. At the end of the century, it had become an influential congress in 
India. The emergence of the assembly respectful of English rules caused some alarm into the white 
community but the Indian never went as far as the Irish they only demanded the assimilation of  
Indian bureaucrats into local governments. But such a step could have been the first step forward 
Indian self government which was unimaginable by the British. Vice roy Lord Curzon refused to 
consider Indian participation in the government, according to him, he considered that the Indian 
national congress was not representative of the Indian people (in general).



A collision was inevitable because Britain had no way to private the Indian congress for debating. 
India was an enlightenment despotism but not a dictatorship (you could write books, meet to 
debate...)  However, why should the Indian company be excluded from politic life?The official 
answer was that there were a division of wealth, religion and cast so the Indians cannot rule their 
own country. Even though there were educated Indian they belong to India and India was divided. 
This was a very clever answer but racial reason were quite obvious.



IV) Divide and rule  

India was an heterogeneous empire:  

*562 Indian states ruled by local kings.

*Princely states  occupied  55% of  all  British  India.  93  million  people  under  direct  and 
indirect British rules

Most were Hindus but it was very difficult to draw a racial or religion maps

Muslim were in the north mostly. They represented 1/7 of the total population; Religion was the 
principal obstacle to national unity : religious tolerance didn't exist in India they all hated each other 
and the British used this hatred to divide and rule. Some claimed, in Britain, that only the British 
could keep the peace, play a role of umpire (arbitre).

Nehru (1889-1964) considered that religion in India posted pragmatism. Nehru was jailed 9 times 
by the British. [he used to say as a joke that he was a JBE « jailed of the British empire » in  
reference of the KBE « knight of the British empire »]
Things that united Indians were peasantry and poverty.

One famous Babu : Gandhi (not impart in the revolt, wanted to recreate India : best example of the 
babus)

IV.a) Gandhi   (and congress)  
Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948) 

He was born in gujarat. He was one of those Babu who studied (in London) and became a ballister 
He settled in south Africa in order to help the Indian community (because English imported Indian 
worker there). When he returned to India, he became a leader in the Indian national congress. He 
believed in religious tolerance and  was against the class system. He wanted Indian to remain a 
simple folk. Gandhi died before he could apply his theory. For example he wanted all the Indian to 
spin  their  own  cotton,  a  symbolic  act  of  mistrusting  of  the  industrialization  of  great  Britain.  
Gandhi didn't believe in centralisation, he feared that British destroy all that was good in India. He 
believed in rights of individual and of limited power in the state (2 main English principles)

And also Gandhi wanted to get rid of the English language he wanted his own language Gujarati to 
become official which was not wished by Nehru.  
The intellectual of congress didn't agree on that point they were product of the British civilization, 
they were like clones of British but this  education was only accessible  by few people like the 
princes or the commercial  people.  The idea was to  make of India a second Britain,  copy their 
system: right of the individual, limitation of the power of the state. Moreover the intellectual were 
few and the education process was very slow

IV.b) the first world war: 1914-1948
One event helped  the import of India: the first world war started in Europe

Between 14-18, German spies tried to disowned British in India; India fought on British side, then 
the British had a  financial and moral debt because the Indians remained faithful throughout the war 
and lent the British government 100 millions £

India needed a reward so in 1917 British declare publicly a way for Indian to have a self 
government  But the viceroy  lord Curzon objected

The decision of the British government leads to the Montaigu-Chelmsford



IV.c) Montaigu- Chelmsford reforms   
*Chelmsford (1868-1933): vice roy of India after lord Curzon

*Montaigu (1879- 1974): HE was the first secretary of state in India to went in India.

They united to produce series of reform : they revised the constitution of India.  
Indians were given more control in local and provincial matters (health/education/agriculture) but 
the British kept the control of the finance, law and order.

Small replicas of central government took place in the provinces (executive council + comity). 
The Indian national congress considered that the time was right for more possession : a non 
cooperation campaign was organized.(1922)

At the same time as the  Montaigu-Chelmsford reform, another law was voted : it was the Rowlatt 
bills. This law suppressed the individual rights and was really opposed to the Habeas corpus 
principle. The refusal of MCR and the fight against RB  leads to Indian rebellion : the amristsar 
massacre.

IV.d) the Amristar massacre-Hartal(6 april 1919)   
The fight against British was to be difficult but original. Gandhi was provided with a test ground for 
his theory of popular resisting he developed in south Africa.

His secret weapon was SATYA GRAHA, it was the soul force, a spiritual state,  ideal place for 
passive resistance (the more you suffer the stronger you were.) 

Gandhi do that to show that million of Indian were against British rules. The practice was an hartal : 
big demonstration : all shapes, businesses and schools were closed. There was no public transport 
either.  But some marches became riots and they started fighting the police, setting fire, murdered 
Europeans. It reminded everybody of the sepoys rebellion. British property was blazed :  nobody 
(even Gandhi) believed that it could end up of a catastrophic way (of violence)

The biggest problem happened in Amritsar : The british government had lost all control so they 
bring an army and sent Brigadyer to restore peace. The general Dyer order his Ghurkas soldiers to 
shoot the crowd : 379 people were killed. The general was criticized after all but what was really 
shocking (Gandhi and the national congress) was that this general became a heroe in Britain.

Gandhi called off the demonstration, that British presence in India was based on force. [In the US 
Gandhi became popular.]



V) The way to Swaraj(own rule)
For most  people congress  meant  Gandhi  and that  was the case all  over  the world;  he was an 
international  figure,  a  symbol  for  all  the freedom fighters.  The idea of  non violence was very 
respected but the followers didn't do so.

In 1920 Gandhi's aims was self government and independence. He also wanted to improve Indian 
moral by putting them in poverty because he thought a revolution had to take place in the soul. 
(different than Nehru who wanted to get rid of poverty in India and keep British modernization.) 

*In India there was a tax on salt impose by the British, but it was an unfair tax. Gandhi proposed to 
guide the peasants to the sea where they could get salt for free. They did it on the 4th of may and go 
in Dharasama.

However, Gandhi and congress members were arrested. 

*Finally in 1929 the three main British party gave the status of dominion to India(as Ireland). 
Although, it was unthinkable for Britain to lose India because Japan, who was an enemy, started to 
infiltrate mandchouria and because British used to control a lot of things in China.

V.a) 1935: government of india act.
It  created  an  Indian  parliament  where  the  minorities  non  Hindus  were  also  represented.  The 
congress saw this act only as a step they waited for more.

After that there were election and congress assured itself a dominant position everywhere because it 
was the only countrywide organization almost 1 million of members. The congress was reenforce in 
the thinking that they were the voice of India.

It has always been assumed that the independence of India meant that it would stay united in one 
country, however after the elections there were a problem which came from the Muslim. They were 
frighten by the Hindus majority and wanted a state for themselves this lead to real battle between 
the two communities. For example in Calcutta the Muslim shop owner refuse to join an hartal 
which lead to a riot which made 500 dead. It affected the congress power of representation.

V.b) The all India muslim league
The Muslim league was created in 1906 by AGA KHAN the leader of a Shiite sect of Islam called 
the Ismaili. (search what are the differences between Shiite and Sunite)

Shiite: Iran Lebanon India(Pakistan)> direct relation with god they the sharia

Sunite: they have a clergy, they are  the biggest sect.

The leader of the all India Muslim league in 1938 was JINNAH, they became the focus of Muslim 
aspiration but still they may not have all the members that they thought, they were quite alike the 
congress because lot of their members were in fact ex congress members. They claimed talking for 
all the Indian Muslim.

British accepted that league(divide and rule) The Muslim league really became a political 
instrument in 1935 before these elections there was no real opposition. The Muslim were in favor of 
partition, in 3 years it became a mass organization dedicated to his goal (getting Pakistan) they 
spread the fear of the Hindus domination and it became like a holy war to save Islam.

V.c) Big milestome for India the WWII



The 3 September 1939 the vice roy of India lord Linlithgow (he was Scottish) announced on the  
wireless(la TSF, la radio quoi...) that India was at war with Germany. The congress protest but the  
vice roy had that right.It symbolized India submission to Britain. Eventhough they were against the 
war the congress understood that Germany was a threat.

Chandra Bose (communist) was at the head of the forward group wanted to do as the Irish and rebel 
while England was at war (il a fait un voyage a Berlin en passant par Kaboul, il a offert ses services 
à Hitler qui malheureusement aimaient le concept du British raj ou les blancs dominent)

Everybody in Congress believed that WWII was to be used to squeeze new concession from the 
British. From 1939-1941 the discussion went on ignoring the war, Gandhi said nothing against the 
war effort but kept asking for independence.

Congress members were appointed as counselors in the vice roy comity to avoid the problem of 
going to war without a word. This was an important step which could have settle things down for 
the all war but Winston Churchill put condition on the viceroy suggestion: 

-    The viceroy power should remain intact

– The British are free to deploys troops in India when they want.

– No constitutional talks will be allowed during the war

– No promise would be made about what would happen at the end of the war.

The congress gave an ultimatum as an answer they ask for a constitution at the end of the war, the 
answer was no. So British governors took charge back to square 1.

The Japanese entered the war in 1941 and they took Singapore it was a great shock because it was 
considered to be the strongest place in Asia and it was taken easily and British troops weren't used 
to be beaten by non white soldiers.

The roads of India, Australia and new zealand were opened;japan bombed Australia which got help 
from USA. Birma has their own nationalist party and when the Japanese came they were seen as 
liberators. British feared that Indians would welcome the Japanese in the same way so they started 
making concession.

V.d) The Cripps mission
On the USA side Roosevelt was concerned at a possible lost of India so he sent his own 
representant to India, the Colonel Johnson went there to help it was the first time USA interfered in 
Britain personal affairs. He was supposed to act as a mediator between the congress and the viceroy 
Churchill took it as a blow. So the British sent Cripps a left wing labour minister in favour of India's 
independence;He was suppose to promise that a constitution  will be made after WWII and they'd 
have to chose between a dominion status or independence. Cripps was full of goodwill but his 
mission was finally  fake, it was a joke played by conservative to pretend that they were ready to 
make an offer. Because when cripps asked the viceroy and Churchill if India could have the 
responsibility of its defence they didn't agree. The USA were not amused, Roosevelt send a stiff 
message blaming London (it proves that USA were already in charge) but Britain answer that they 
could be problem if they interfered as the threat of Japan drew closer (they even landed in Alaska) 
and USA might need British boats.

V.e) The Quit India Campain (April 1942)
According to Gandhi British were worse than Japanese but he didn't see them as liberators but he 
thought he could get rid of them in the same ways.

In the second week of July was a massive quit India campaign which paralyze the country : some 
Indians attack British. So the congress leader and Gandhi were arrested. The congress was declared 



illegal, the press was censured, and the army was ordered to shoot at the mass. India was restored 
within 6 weeks but it took a lot of soldiers. 

In 1942 the Muslim league remain on the British side; Gandhi was discredited because it took 
British soldiers who could have been fighting with American somewhere else so indirectly it killed 
American soldiers. Churchill that sepoys would revolt again.

But the situation stay quiet until the end on the war. In 1943-1944 there was a famine in Bengal, 
3millions people died, the British army didn't help at all to show their power(c'est des anglais 
cherchez pas...)

At the end of the war the British were ruined and had lost all power in India so they had to discuss 
the independence.

V.f) The Partition of India
Churchill favored the division of India but in 1945 he wasn't prime minister anymore and the 
government had no clear policies

Lord Montbatton, the last viceroy had for mission to get rid of India, to transfer power into 
responsible hands.

In july 1947: Indian Independence act. The 14th of July at midnight India was no  longer British.

The first prime minister of India was Nehru and Jinnah took care of Pakistan(Bengal became 
independent later on.)

Gandhi was killed by an Hindu fanatic.

Nowadays India and Pakistan both have the atomic bombs, it remain a very hectic part of the world.
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